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ABS'mACT 

. "Energy Levels of Np 237 Populated by Beta Decay of ui:!3? II 

J. 0. Rasmussen, F. L. Canavan, and J. M. Hollander 

A spectroscopic investigation has been made of the .radiations 

from u2 37 with magnetic 160° s~~ctrographs and a double-recusing 

spectrometer, and wit.h scintillation and <!oincidence s.:Pectrometerc;. 

·Energ-y levels are identified at 0, 33.20 1 59.57, 103.0, 267 .• 5, 332.3, 

368.5, and 370.9 kev, and spin and parity assignments are given for 

all the· levels from tile gamma ray utultipola.rity a."ld bt!ta decay 

information .. Conversion coefficitmt information is J;.oTesented, a.nd 

an .a.tlGnlaly in the· electric dipole conversion ·coefficients io dis-

. cussed. A ne't'l rotational band with K = l/2 is postulated, vrith bar.;e 

state at 332 .• 3 kev • 

Correlations of ·the data with various aspects of the Bohr

. Mottelson nuclear model r:ore made, in the folloving categories: 

(1) Ep.ergy level spac·ing::; and moments of inertia. (2) Gamma-

, ray relatf_ve intensities and the K-selection ru.les and branching 

ratio rules. (3) Correlati.ons of spins and parities vfith the 

. Ni.lsson numbers (N, n~~ .Jd .of these states. (4) Correlation of 

beta and g&1Jlna lifetimes with selection rules, in the asymptotic 

quantum ntXr.lberc ~ 
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ENERGY LEVELS OF Np237 POPULP.TED BY THE BETA DECAY OF u237 

J. o. Rasmussen, F .• L •. Canavan, and. J. M. Hollander 

Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 
UniV'ersi ty of California, Berkeley, California 

February 20,,1957 ., 

INTRODUC'IT ON 

. 2'-q 
Tne energy levels of Np ~ are significant from the point of 

view of the Bohr-Mottelson nuclear model for spheroidaJ. nuclei because 

of the appea.ra..l'lce of two rotational bands near the· ground ::;tate with 

y_u.i te -different momen~s of inertia ~d magnetic mor.nent.s. 1 
Studies of 

- . . 241 
these states popul.:a.ted by al.pha. decay of Am .have bee:n carried out 

by several inve·atigators ,
1

-
8 

and a review of their properties has 

been given by Perlman and Ra.smussen9 in their paper on alpha decay. 

It has been demonstrated that such properties as moments of 

inertia and' magnetic moments can be affected by the presence of higher

lying states of similar coni'.iguration. 10 ,ll aence, in order to form 

a more complete _picture -of 'Ghe energy levels of Np 2.37, it is of 

interest to examine the higher excited. states of Np237 which are 
237 populated by the. be~"':decay of U' , states 1-rhich are only very 

· . . . 2U 
-vrealdy excited by the alpha decay of Am and not at all by the 

237 eJ.ectr<m-capture decey of Pu because of its low disintegration 
. . 12 ].>! 
energy. ' .J, . . · 

The ~t~dy o:f U2.37 by Wagner 1 .e;t 'a.l. 
14 

has indica:ted that the beta 

decay of this nuclide populates prim.kii; a.ri excited state of _Np'237 at 

269 kev; their results have ~en confimed arid extended by the recent 

. \<fork on u237 by Baranoy and S4l:yagin15 in t<Thich multipolarity 

inf'ormation abou·t several of the gamma rays is presented. 'l'he present 

study had- as its oh;)ecitives a more precise measurement of the energies 

of the u237 gemna rays and the determination of the multipolarities, 

intensities 1 and coincidences of the gamma. rays so that the previous 
1 16 . . '237 . 

·comparisons ' of the properties of Np with predictions of current 

nuclear models cou1.d be extended to include the higher excited states, 

As a result of our studies Gev~eraJ. mo4ifications or· the earlier decay 

schemes seem necessary. 

. ·l 

., 
·, .,, 
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Subsequent to the first WI'i ting of the present paper there has 

come to our attention the detailed beta spectroscopic and coincidence 

's'tlidy of. ... , rf37 by Bunker, Ioti.ze, and Starner •17 We have not attempted 

to obtain aiid com:Pa.re in detail their results except for the slll1llliE!.ry 
. 18 . . 

information appearing in an abstract. Their measure~ent of tl1e life-

time of the 267.5-kev level as 5.4 ± 0.5 x 10"'9 sec. is .a. most important 

piece of new· infonnation. The. chief similarities and differences in 

the recent stUdies tvill be made cleai!' by the comparison of reported. 

gamma transition energies iil Table Ii. 

PREPARATION OF SAMPLE.S 

'lhe u2
37 samples were prei>a.red.byone-day irradiations of 

~pproximate1y 100-J,:tgram amounts of u~36 in the Mat$rta.ls Testing Reactor 
14 . 2· 

at t\rco, Idaho at. a flux of -2 x 10 :neutrons/em /second. 

The follow:ing chemical purification~f of the uranium was carried 

out: The target material was' diS'solved in 6 !::! HCl containing. a small 

amount of nitric acid •. A separation of uranium from ne.ptunium ivas 

them effe.cted by passing the solut~<m through a Dowex A-l anion -exchange 

columnj under these conditions neptunium is adsorbed by the. resin t·rhile 

uranium is not.· . Further ·purification ,and concentration of the urani~ 

was done by extraction into d.i ... etP,yl ether frolil anmronium ni ti'ate 

solution follovied by back extraction into water. This solution was 

evapor.ated to dryness, taken up in 0. 5 ml of slightly acidified 

ammonium oxalate soJ.ution ( 40 g/1), .and then the uranitim xvas electro

deposited _upon a 10-milpl.at.inum vrire which served as the beta-spectra~ 

·graph -soUr-ce. SourCes for the other measurements were ~repared 

similarly. :· 

'rile decay of part of one of these sources was follmved with 

a Geiger ... MlilJ.er counter for six haJ.f~·lives and showed no deviation 
.. 19 

:fro.'ll the accepted 6. 8:- day half life. 

ELECTRON SPEC'IROSCOPI 

Meanurements were made vri th the follmdng instruments: 

1. The Berkeley peT.i2l.8Jlent-magnet electron spectrographs 1-rere used to 
2"7 study the conversion electron Gpectrum of· U · ::> • These are 18o0 

photographic recording inst~dents which operate at a momentum 

resolution of ...O.l percent. Three spectrographs vrere used, of 
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. noniin~ .field st-rengths 50, 100, and 215 gauss. The electrons are 

~corded on'· 25tt. Eastman No-Screen X•xaY e~ulsion on glass backing of 

d.imens1.ons 3/4 x.l5 x 0.04 .inches,. Their ·cal.ibrati.on ~ana operation . 
. ·. . ·. . .. 20 

hav~ ·'Peen de.scr:tbed by Smith and Hollander. .•· 

2. The Berkeley double . .:..t'ocusing spectrometer ,.ms used prima.r.il;y to 

?tudy. the beta continuUm a.'"l\1. to provide additional . information. about 

the ~onversion electron· spectrum, especially" with regard to intensities 

of conversion lines·. Th~s' instrument', ·originally built and dBsc;ibe·d 

· b::Y O'K.elley,21 has receritl:-Y been improvE;!d by the installation of new 
- ' 

accepte.nce . .a,."ld Geig-er: .... counter .slits so· tha~ it pre-sently operates at 

""0 • .3 percent resolution and ....o..-.1 percent transmission. These modifi• 

·cations were cerrieO. uiut ·l.a.:rgely by Dr. S. Tht4in. 

In Table I we have· summarized the conversion electron data •. 

Except for the coiumn labelled Intensity (d<:>uble-focusin~) all the 

data. presented in this t~ble were obtained ··nth the perdta.nent-ma.gnet 

. spectrographs. The· absolute error of the energy values is estimated 

to be le·ss tha.n 0 .2$, and for. :those electron lines in the vicinity 

of the intern8J. standard lines the error should be less than O.l"J~ • 

. Relati-ve intensiti~s of'·line:{ recorded 1n ·th.t3. permanent-magn~t · 
spectrographs were mea.SW:.E!d by the .dens.i tometer me·thod. of Sllltis, 20· 

in which the iritensi ty is g1 ven·· by;· i :;: .4p /'1 , 
wl:J.ere A ;, height of ·line x half width, . 

p ·~ radius of curvature , 

11 =. energy efficiency .of emUlsion . 

Conversion electron intensities from spectra obtained with the 

double ·focusing spectrometer l-rere measured by inte.grating the areas 

under conversion -line _peaks w1t.h a planimeter ancl ell vi ding by the Hp 

value of ·the line. i\lthough the ).8.rge · number of conversion lines 
. . . 

obscure~ ~onsiderable porti·ons of the beta continuum, a reconstruction 
. ~ . 

. o.-f the spectrum ma~e from the _Fenni plot allowed the contribution of 

the continuum to be subtracted out from the total observed spectrwn 

to obtain the contribution of the cqnversion lines. 

Table n gives a comparison cif some of the gamma transition 
237 .. 

energies reported in recent electron spectroscopic studies of U • 



. Transi-
·Electron. tion 

EnerB;Y Ener~ 
Sb,ellb· (ltev) · (kev) 

20.64 ~ 26.38 

21.05 ~1:I -26.4 

'-" ·21.94 ~I:i: 26.36 
C' 
\0 22.4~ Mxv 26.29 (Y) 

l 

f-1 2h.86. NI 26.36 p::; 
u 
;:::, 25.02 NII <~6. 34 .. 

25.28 r'lnr 26.36 

26.11 0 -26.4 

10.81- LI 33.22 
11.65 LII 33.24 

I 15~64 L:nr 33.25 . .:t 
I 

27.45 . ~ 33.19 

Z7.84· ~I 33.20 

28.17 Mlrr 33.20 

29.39 Mxv 33.16 

jl.7_0 -~r 33.20 

31.87 .-· NII 33.19 

32.11 NIII 33-19 

32.89 0 -33·2 
33.18 p -33.3 

Instru-
ment c 

q_uoted 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I . 

I 

' I 

l 
I 

I 

I 

'I 

I 

I 

I 

1 .. 

I 

•. , :JM' 

Table I. Conversion electron data for u'"'·; r • 

Visual Intensity Estimate,.d 
PM I PM II PM III 

{;elate 264)_ ~:J.te 272~ (plate 2"{2} 
\I 

m 

V\.; 

Vi·/ 

iV 

iilll 

\{ 

VVVi 

'd 

VV\{ 

w broad 

IUS 

m 

m 

VV'H 

m 

vw-

V\1 

--..: brood 

VVW'l 

Intenaity 
( densi
tometer) 

Intensity 
(double

focus:).ng;) Remarks 

Composite ¥lith 
43.5 L1 line 
,-;ell resolved from 
4].5 LII line 

N1 I slightly less 
wtense than NI 

E = 26.35 ltev -r 

Probably Un.resolved 
doublet 

E = 33.20 kev ·r 
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Table (cont'd) 

Tra.nai-
Electron· tion 

Enersici 
(ltev) Shellb Ener~ (kev 

h2.41 LI 64.82 

1.1'\ 
43.17 · LII 64.76 

0'\ 
47.25 . LIII 64.86 \.0 . (Y) 

I 
f-1 !~ €5 
;:::1 ~l 

6o.46 .~ir 64.89 

63.72 N ~5.0 

. . ·d 
Instrg- Viaual Intensity Estimater< 
ment · PM I PM II PM III 

·iluoted (~lat~. 264) {plate 272) {plate 279) 
I w bro-:J.d 

.I ,., broad 

I "' 
·r 

I 
--

. I V>tl 

I VVVT? 

VVH 

VV1:l 

YVW 

ms 

Win· 

wm 
1-rbroaQ. 

vw broad 

,·. 

Int~nsity 

( dens.i
tometer) 

--.25(est) 

-25 (est) 

. 25{est) 

. ). 

Intensity 
(double

focusinti)) 

li{) ... 50( est) d6 

15.5 '} {30 
14o . : 

'69 39 

Remarks 
LT and LJ:I lines 
contain Irand 0 
lines of h3,5 y, 
but intensity is 

. mostly due to 64.8 r 
Obscured by 0 and P 
lines of 59.6 r 

E · . ..., 64.8 kev 
r 

E = 113.9 kev r .. 

E = 164.6 kev r 

' /' 



Table I (cont'd) 

Transi-
Intensity .Estima.te,td Electron tion rns·tru- Visual Intensity Intensity 

Energy c PMI PMII PM III (densi- (double-E.."lergy 
Shellb 

ment 
~kevt · _j~ev) <:j,UOted · (glate 264) ~;s:late 272~ ~;elate 219~ tometer·} focus in§. Remarks 

89.3 K 207.9 II wvs 4600 6790 

185.6 ·L 2o8.0 II 1000 
} 1130 

Permanent magnet 
I 

VVS and double focusing 
1.1\ 186.4 LII 208.0 II m 130 intensities norma-
0\ 
\.0 1ized here. 
(YJ 190.2 1III 207.8 II vw 8.1 6.0 

I 

H 202.1 }~ 207.8 II 225 193 p:; s 
u 
;::J 202.6 ~I 208.0 II vw 

203.3 ~II 207.7 -II. VVV\·1'/ ... 

206.4 NI 207-9 II m 75 62 

207-7 0 208.0 II m 
E = 207.9 kev r 

115.6 K· 234.2 II w 12 

211.8 LI 234~ 2·~· ·rr vvw 
I 

' E 234 .• 2 kev t'- = t r 
148.8 K 267.4 . lt ttl 50 25 
245.1 :L - 267.5 .-II,lii · . VI;[_ ·s·.- 17 }~i .I . 
245.7 LII ':267~)~. III. vw 

LIII III LII~ line mas· ked 
.~-- by 685 ·r K line. 

261.8 'Mx 267·5 · .. lil m 6.5 7.0 
' 266.0 N 267.• 5 -:ur ¥1 

267.3 0 261.6 ·III VVI.>l 
E 267.5 kev -r 

213.5 K 3'32.2 I~,IIl V1:1 ms .4 .• 9 

309.9 L . 
.I 332.3 III. ,.,, ? )_. 

310.7 1 II 332.3 '.III m ~.2 

314.~ 1
III 332.4 ·:tii v 

~ )> 



I 
C) 

I 

.T•-\ble I ( ~ ont 1 d) 

Electrou 
Ener0: · 
_· (ke~8 

327.0 

330.8 

249.9 

.• 

252.3 
3h.-8. 5 ',·:. .. 

Shellb --
~I 
NII1 

K 

·t .. I 

'l"ra.ns 1-
tion Instru-

Energy c ment 
. ( l.:ev)., 9,UOted 

332.4 III 

332.1 III 

335-3 III 

335.2 III 

334.9 III 

368.5 III 

368.7 III 

370.9 III 

370.9 III 

Visual 
PM I 

(plate. 261~) 

lntem;i ty E<:rtimateO.d 
PM II PM III 

~plate 27£1 {J?late 212) 

.vvr 

vvw? 

vw 

m· 

Intensity 
(den£d
tometer) 

3·7 

2.2 

.·.4.1 

IntensitJ• 
(double-· 

focusing) Remarlts 

E :::: 33:~. 3 kev 
r 

E == 335.3 kev y 

·~- . . .... ,• . . ~~ ., ........... . 
.• : . .... _!.::.,· ~- -~-

E, = 370.9·:k~V 
The corresponding gamma ray .energies a. E,lectt:Ol'l· energies in italics. are those lines used as internal standards. 

wer-e me·~;t*u,red bit P. · P. Day~ Phys •. Rev. 21_, 689 ( 1955). 
b. Electron binding ·energies have been .taken from the carmpil.ation of Hill, Church, and Mihelich, Rev.. Sci. Instr. 

~~· 523 (i952). . . . I .' . 
e. JiiM,I ;o:. 50 gauss·,. PM II= lOO.gauss, ~III= ?15 ga.uss. 
d. s ; strong, ~ = mod¢rate, w ~ ~eak, v = very These estimates are relative only for measurements made in 

th;e . same' spectrograph .• 

Una~si~ed.Linee 
E(kev):. Iut.· 

9·99.:. vvw 
22. 6T wbroad 

139.6 vvw 
2oo. 5 v:vr 
~28.5 vw 

Instr. 
I 
I 
n 
III 
III 
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Table II 
. ~ 

Transition energies (kev) reported fr9m recent 
electron.spe~troscop'ic studies of UG37 . 

~esent Baranov ~f 
Shlyag?.n 5} 

Bunker, !>.liz~ 
anq Starner\18) vJOrk 

26.35 

33.20 

_4). 46. 

59.57 

64.8 

113.9 

164.6 

207.9 

234.2 

267.5 

332.3 

. 335·· 3 

368.5 

370.9 

26.4 

33-3 

43.5 

)9.7 

..__ ... 

69(?) 

-l.Ol('i) 
.~_........ 

-124(?) 
.... 4 lo5.·. 

-..193(?) 

208.2 . 

---

33L5 
·\-· 

'· 

. . 

26.3 

33-2 

.43.4 

59.6 

165.0 

208.4 

2]4.8 

268.0 

335.9 

369-2 

371.5 

;li 
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Table III gives a con:ipa.rison of r,f011le of the relative electron 

Uitensities observed in this work with those reported by Wagner ·~ a1.
14 

an~ by Bar.a.nov and Shlyagin.
15 The 1ntensi ties of all determina:tions are 

· normalized· to 1130 total ~tensity for Lx plus L:o: lines of the 208-kev 

transt.tion:;. 'l'he a.gre.ement among the v:arlous determinations is only 

moderate and probably gives a rea..listic measure of the absolute accuracy 

of the intensities. Fpr the later sec·t.ions of this paper fo~here electron 
. . . . . . . 0 

intensities are needed we use an average of our double-focusing and lt~ 

pennanent-ma.gOet intensities 1 with sub shell ratios as measured in the 

.pe.rmanent.;.Jtl~et-. 1speC:t:rographs. 

Out of a total. o'f 9.3 lines· o!)serv~d in.· the 180° s~ctrographs, 
:all but five have been assigned to 14 gamma ra,ys and the K-l~uger lines. 

The Auger line· ep.erg:i;es and intensities are given in Table IV. 

A Fermi plot of t4e beta ·continuum, obtained with the double-
~ . ', 

i'oc\wing spectrometer, yielded an end--point of 248 kev, in good agreement 

wi~h the result of Wagner; et al., 
14 

245 ltev.~ and that of Baranov and 
l~ ' 

·Sn.j;y a gin, ? 249 ·kev. · 

A 'Se'arch was !!lade for a. spectrum of ,about 450 kev 1 corresponding 

. to decay to the 6o-kev level; .such a .group l·ras not formd and an UpJ:l€r 

l:i.Drl:t on it~· abundance. per dis;integration \'Ta.s set at l<;b. ~Tagner. ~ a1.
14 

set a much lower limit? < 0.1%, in .searching for a 5ll-kev beta group, 

a lir.tdt. which shouid apply to the po.ssibl.e 450-kev group a.s well. 

. Wagner~( ~·~~fl~ cite ·evidence :~or a lower-energy component· in 

the beta spectrum w~:ti1 abundance between· 5 and zoi. · Bara.nov and Shlya.gin15 . 

· ~nterpret an excess of, electrons in ·the lmv~energ-.f portion of the Fermi 

plot :as due ~o .a,n 86--·k:ev apect:r-um occurrmg: in 26% abundance. The latter 

resul.ts are ·inconsistep.t with the present_.observations, which indicate 

that the lo\>T-energy ·beta. comp6nents have a total intensity of around 4%. 
Our figure is based no't on a subtr~ted beta s~ctrum but rather on a 

total.·· intensity fol;' · all gamma rays which. originate from levels higher 

than the hea.v-ily populated 267 .5-ltev levei~ 

· GJl.MMA RAY SPECTROSCOPY 

Gamma ray spectroscoP1;·.c mea;s\lrein.ents '•ere carried out ,n. th a 

scintillation spectrometer employing a 1-~/2" diameter by 1" thick 

sodium iodide (thallium activated) crystal with a Dumont 6292 photo

multiplier tube J a:n Oak Ridge-type double-differentiating linear amplifier:. 

\' 

•.' 

'' 

•.; 

·~. 
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Tabie +II 

j· 
Comparisqn of some relative intensity measurements 

in decay. of u237 normalized to L1+L
11 

(208) = ll30. 
= Double-

. W~gner Barariov and focusing· 
Conver,sion Lin·e.s.~ .. :~ .. -·; .· ·et al. Shll}:agin. s;eectrometer. . . 

P.M • 
E Shell 
_L -

}2060 59 LI }5~ }130 695 

LII 1370 

LIII 352 315 h35 

M 514 652 66o 655 

N 276 144 

i64 K -- 5 to 16 
·L } 257 }138 }130 15.5 I 

~I 140 

1II! {33 39 69 
M 31 44 33 5'' ~. '...:• 

208 K 5449 . 4400 6790 4600 

LI . }1130 }1130 ( }1130 1000 

LII 130 

LIII. .. ... 6.0 8.~ 

M. 308 251 193 225 

N 95 62 15 
267 K 25 50 

LI 23 11. 17 

1!.1: 1 -- -. ·1~0 6.5 
368 K }z -- 2.0 2 .-, .t... 

370 K 2.0 4 , • ..L 

f2·Grows 

244 10280 12550 15000 

81 ~3055 4400 <L200 

{450} <10 none <210 --



.. 

·Transition 

. K-Lr-1 .. 

K·L:fn: 
.. K .. t.:...t.. 
·· I:~III 

K·Lli:fii 

K-Lu:fLIII 

K~LA' 

-12-

Table rv 
Auger lineS from u23~ deca;y_. 

E E a 
9XP•.· theor. 

(kev) 

73-41 7J/41 

.74.25 74.24 

78.21 78.26 

78.95 79.04 

82.99' . 83.06 .I 

-·--· 90·5 

UCRL-3695 

Visual 
Intensity 
Estimate· 

ms 

m 

..,. ;.. ma.Glted by 207. 9 
· ~,K-line 

~. Bergstr~m and R. ·D .. Hi.:U, Arklv Fys1k JL 2, 21 (1954) • 

l 
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a.nd a Peneo 100-channel pul.~e ~height analyzer. The Penco analyzer 

. util-izes pulse-height-to--tin:l.e conversion and a magnetic-.core memory

storage unit; tiie .analyzer chan11els have extremely uniform ldodow . 

widths. This equi~t yielded 8. 5% en.etg:J resolution on the 662-· 
key gamma r~y o~ cs137• 

· Gamma rays of e,ne.rgies 60) .102 (K .x-rays), 163., 208, -266; 

and 332 kev were clearly present, and, by careful study -of the s1~ctrum 

tran;:ffill:tted through lead absorbers of' thicknesses up to 8 .g.jcm.2 t~ . 
existence of' radiation of ab9ut 365 kev energy was shown. Of these, 

the 163, 26Gj 1 and 36o kev photons have not been reported previously 
. '· 

from scintillB.t·ion spectroscopy. 

Table V lists the measured photon energies, the more precise 

corresponding tr8.nsition energies as d.etenuine<J, from the electron 

spectra, and the photon intensities of Wagner 1 ~ ~.14 
and of the 

present· work. .All photon intensities have been normalized to an ;_ .. 

absolute intensity of 38 photons per 100 disintegrations.for the 

·6o-kev transition. Thi·s ,figure is., based upon the absolute abundan(!e 

·c;>f this gamma ray in .~rr/~41 decay; 37 photons per 100 di.sintegrations, 
. . . 2~ . 
measured by Magnusson. · J There ar$ t\-ro corrections applying to the 

"normalization for u237 .- one· of th~se results from the f'act that 

approxi..mately 4% of the u237 disintegrations (our result) bypass the 

59 .. 6-kev ~ta,te, \ihereas virtually all (99.3%) o( the 1W1
241 

disinte

gra.tions pa.Ss through ·it. The other correction arises becau~e 

a\)6ut .6'~ of the 6o-kev· photon peak ii4\ u23~t ·decay consists of another 

~.::r~ (64.9 .i--..ev). 

comc!DE"&Cli! . STYDI.E.s 

Gaml<'la--g.amma. coincidence mea.surement13 were carried out by IJr·. 
F. Asaro with a,pparatus employing two. 1" thick by 1-1/2" <:lia.meter 

sodium iodide crystaJ.·detectors with DUmont 6292.~otomultiplier 

tubes. Pulse amplitude discrimination 'Has made in the "gate" channel 

·by a ·single-chan:n~l pulse-heigb.t ·analyz~r, and the co1ncid~nce 
SJ?ectrum from. the other channel tvas displayed on a. 50 -channel .pulse-

height analyzer. The coincidence apparatus was operated at a 

resolving time (2~) of 3i:L0-6 sec. 

,~.·./ 

•. 
. 1 
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.. Table V 

~lectromagetic.radiation o:f. if37 from scintillation spectra. 
.. b 

. Measured ·photon Transition· .energies Pb.otqns/100 beta .disintegrations 
. ~nergy (kev) •from electron spectra \.;'agner et al. This work 

6o 

·.163 

z6a 
. ---266 

332 

e. K x-rays. 

59.57J. 
(64.8') .. 

164.6 

20'(.9 

267.4 

. 332. 3. \.·. 

335-3 J 

54 

22 

55 

3-6 . 

24 

0.86 

....0.10 

_b. Relative intensities mornali-z.ed to 0.38 59.6-kev + 64.8-kev photons 
per disintegration. 

c. From coincidence work, discussed later, it can be determined that the 
intensity ratio of 59~61to 64.8-kev photons is 1~:1. 

d. From coincidence work, discussed later, it can be determined that the 
intensity I'atio·ofjJZ·J- to 335·3-kev·pilotons is 7.3:1. - - = 
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The principal. results ·are summarized in Table VI. These 

coincidence results are f'ull.y consistent 't>rith and have helped to 

establish .the decay scb.elile of Fig. l. In attempting to interpret 

the changes in re.lative gamma intensitie.s between coincidence and 

"s.ingl.es" spectra, one should note that the observed photon peaks 
' . 

in two cases are composed -of tva unresolved gamma rays. The fact 

that the coincidence measUrements with photon gate labeled 6o kev 

include both the 59. 6 .. kev. and 64. 9-kev El gammas eXplains the 

presence ot weak ( 6o-kev} coincidences w1 th the 267. 4-kev gamma. 

In the 11s1ngles 11 spectrum the peak at "'-332·•kev is composed of 

332.-3- and 335~3-kev photons·. The coincidence measurements with 

L x-ray gating can be interpreted as showing that the more abundant 

of these gamma rays {the 332.3-kev) .proceeds directly to ground;· 

the fact that no "'332~ltev peak 1~. seen in coincidence with 60-];cev 

photons further indicates tliat the· gamma (in the composite 332-

kev peak) whic~ ~oes not go· to ground probably goes to the 33.2 .. kev 

first excited -~tate, which in turn d:ecays to ground b'y a ·highly 

L-converte~ tran~;>i tion. The numerical factors by which thes.e 

rel.a.tive co.incidence intensit.ies show reduction from "singles" 
. ,· ' 

are .as follows: In the 11singles" spectrum {cf Table V) the ~267-

kev photons have 3~5 ~rcent the intensity of 208-kev photons, 

but in c~incidence with -..60-kev gammas the relative intensity of 

the ·.._267 is redU,Ced by a factor of about 17 ~ to ...0. 21 percent. 

In the "singies;' spectrum (Table V) the "-332-kev photons have 6.4 

percent the int~nsity of 208-kev photons, but in coincidence Ivith 

L x~rays the relative intensity is reduced a factor of 7, to 0.90 

percent. 

Our postulated decay schem~ of Fig. l is not consistent 

with existence .of coin(jidenees between "'210-kev and .... 165-kev . . . 14. 
photons as reported by Wagner f et !!_. In the work of Dr. Asaro 

reparted ·here a .careful search for such. coincidences was made, with 

negative results. Indeed, Asaro has .set the limit tha.t coincidences 

of any -:--165-kev photons with the 208:..kev are less than o.l% the 

coincidence intensity of 208-kev with 60-kev photons. In a 

coincidence arrangement ·in whi~h the two Nai ( Tl) detector crystals 

view the sample at a 90° anB!e and there is lead shielding between 
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. Te.ble VI 

. Re;sults qf' §.S;li!Jil8. '"'.~ coirtc·id.en~e measrirements. 

Photnn. "Gate" co~c:id.ent gaziima rays 
~~ev)__._ ______ ..,..· __.._(k_. e\:-'J...) ___ _ 

L x-l?"ays 

60 

K x ... ray 

K x--ray 

163 

a. The coincident. gaJim~a s-pectrum 'Wt\s not examined 
at energies -.much. below the K x-ray energy. One 
\Wuld, Of course, ex;pec"t that there 'i-fOuld be 
coincidences between I, ,x. .. :raya and 60 -:itev gammas' 
but these ·were·riot looked for. 

b. Intensity of each of these gannms relative to the 
208 in the coincidence .spectrum is much less than 

. in th,e ,. singes" s;e:ct~~ •. 
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· the detectors·,no 208 - 1.65 coincidences are seen, although without 

shielding between the detectors a spurious coincidence peak stmilar 

to that reported by Wagner, et al. appears. The spurious events 
. .. ·--

probably arise fr.om Compton scattering of -332-kev photons from 

one detector to the other. 

A further result of the coincidence measurements here is 

the ob~ervation that little or ~one of the -370-kev radiation is 

in coine1den·ce with L x-rays (or 60-kev ga'!lZllas) • Numerically the 

limit is such :that no more than -20 percent of -370-kev photons 

observed in the "singles" gamma spectrum could be in coincidence 

with L _x-ra.ys. This result will later pe used to support the 

proposal for levels at 368. 5;·kev and 370.9 kev. 

CQNSWUCTION OF Lm1EL SCHEME 

Energy levels of Np237 at 33.2 kev, 59.6 .kev, and 103.0 kev 
. 241 . . l-5 

a:re well known from Am alpha-decay studies; these levels are 

also ·populated heavily by u 237 oota decay. However, the next 
' . 2~ . 

higher level arising from Am alpha decay, the 158.5-kev sta·~, is 

not detectably populated in u237 decay, as evidenced by the failure 

to observe the transitions of 99 .• 0 and 55.6 .kev :~\ whiCh ·depopulate 

it. Al..so tmobserired in the present study is the 75.6~kev s'~.ate 
wh:!;ch has b~eri foUnd by Newton

6 
i'r011l ,~u.loinb excitation studies of 

2~ . 
Np • 

~ state is· well defiiled at 267.5 t 0. 2 kev by the observation 

of four transi ti6ns wboae energies can be sUl!llfied · w:i, th the accurately 

known energies of the low-lying • states. in Np237. 'l'hese sums are: 

. 164.6 + .103.0 = 267.6) 

20'i.r; + . 59.6 =.267 .. 5, 

234.2 + 33.2 = ?67.4, 

0 = 267.5. 

The energy of this state had been gi:ven by Wa.gi,ler: ~ ~.14 
as 269 

kev and by Baranov and Shlyagin15 as. 268 ke~. ~ 165-kev gamma 

had been observed l)y 'both groups of investigators, but there had 

.... 

·' 

-._, 
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. been some uncertainty. conce.rning its placement in the scheme; this 

uncertainty is 'removed by the precision of'the present energy 

measurements and. by .the coin'C1d.ence. measurements of the present work. 

The. nerll~v~i:observed froin _u237 decay lies at ~32.3 kev. 

'1\to ·transitions 'whiCh ·de-excite· thi13 .level are found in the electron 

spectrum; the.ir measwed energies ·are 64.9 kev and 33Z.3 kev ~ The 

corresponding. photons could not be seen unambiguously in the 

· · ,:gg~ntillation spectrum;. the 64.9-kev photon 1 s U.nobserva.b h~•.:be·c'ause 
~ . . . 

of the presence of th_e mucE- stronger 59.6-kev photon, and the 332-.3-
. . 

kev gamma could not be resolved from the 335.2-kev gS!1111la lmow a.ls.o 
. . 

to be present in the same gamma-r~ peale Our nniltipola.rity data, 

however, indicate that"the 332.3-kev transition is E2 and the 335.2-

lrev trans! tion is -l.U; beea,use 9f the s1milari ty in experimental 

· K-electron ·j.nten·sities of the two transitions and because of the 

small.er conversion coefficients of E2 transitions, it seems reason-. . 
able to conclude that most of 'the photons in :the 332··kev peak (Table V). 

are due to ifb,e 332.3.-kev transition, hence, the observation (mentioned 

·in the Section on·coincidence .studies) that most of the -332-kev . . .' . ' .. 

photons are n.Qt in c~o:lncidence either with 6o-kev radiation or with 

. L x-ra:ys may be interpreted as evt~nce th:at the 332.].-kev transit;l..on. 

proceeds directly to ·the ground state, an. interpretation ,.,rhicb. is 

supported by the addi~ional observa"tion of coincidences between 

· photons of ---60 lrev -an~ -270 kev~ The sum of the measured energies, 

64.~-9 kev +.267 .5 = -.3'3'2.4, is also in good agreement with the measured. 

energy of the:cro~soyer gamma ray 1 332.3 kev. 
· ·aA. . · · 

Wagner i et al., from conversion-line· data., proposed gamma 

transi ti6ns of 334 ~d 370 kev in u 237 decay. These transitions t,he,y 

postulated a.s arising f'rom a level at 431 kev. Baranov and Shlyagln15 

measured these tr.ansitions as 330 and. 369 kev 1 and also placed their· 

origin at.a ·433-kev J,.~vel. In the present work, the energies of' these 

trGJ1si tions have been measured as 33.5 • 3 and 368. 5 kev; and the 33. 2-

lrev difference between these values coincides with the energy of. the 

33.20-kev transition -atld strongly suggests that the 33.2 end 335.3 

are ·cascade gamma· rays, with the )68..,.5 as crossover. A net-T level 

would thus be defined at 368.5 kev. Some· independent evidence for 

-:. 
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this state is· provided by ·the ganmm .. gemma coincidence result that 

although most of the ~335-~ev radiation appears to go to ground 
. . . 

(the 332.3-kev transit.i6n as 'disc~sed above), a small fraction .of 

·these photons .appear,s to be .in ·coincidence· wi.th L x-rays but not 

with 60-kev radiation. Hence the 335.}-kev transition probably . . . 

goes to the 33.2-kev lewl.. ·\'lith this interpretation we may make 

use o.f·, the re:Lative-intensity information from coincidence work 

. to· calculate that the 335 -kev peak 1n ·the 11sing1es" gamma spectrum 

is composed of .unresolved 332.3-kev and 335.3-kev peaks having 

relative intensities 88f, and i2'fo respectively. No coincidences 

could be found with 370-kev photons, which is additional evidence 

that the 368.5 t~ansition goes to ground. 

We obser-.. e also a 370i9-kev transition. Because of the . 

absence of' coincidences of 370-kev photons with any other radiation, 

just discussed, it is also assU111ed that the 370.9-kev photon goes to 

ground, thus 'defining a new level at that energy. 

u ... a.l 14 ' t . 1 . d 1-.~- t th 208 1' wagner_.·~·-· repor ::r co ncJ..-.ences ue· ween · e -r:;_ev 

photon and a photon of 165 kev' with the interpretation that there 

is a level at 430 kev. The pre·sent results do not confirm this 

evidence, for tw-o ·reasons. Fir-st, we see in the electron spectrum 

only one gamma ray of -165 ltev, the 162.5-kev transition, which 

has been unambiguously placed in t}1e scheme in :earallel \nth the 

208-kev transition. Second., as mentioned in the earlier section 

on coincidef:ice measurements, Asaro could find no true coincidences 

between 208- and l.65 .. kev .gammas BlJ.d was able to set a low limit 

on their possible .existence. 

The on.l,y gamm~ ray which we have not placed in the above 

scheme is a very wealt t~si tion of ll3. 9 kev 1 observed only in 

the electron spectrum. 

Although .vte do not have the detailed evidence by which 
. ·.· . 18 "; .. 
a~r -~ e.t ~- . arrive at a level scheme' ve wish to raention that 

their postulated level system differs from ours only in that they . ~ . . 
. . ·-

.included a. level at 335.9.-kev, ~ereas we assign the transition of 

that energy.to proceed from the 368.5 .. kev level to the 33.2-kev 

le:.rel .. 
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.CON\1ER$ION. COEFFICIENTS' MD:I.!PIPOIARI',f!IES I AND SPINS 

. _ . .Grqtind s:tate_. The s.pin of Np23'! has been measured as 5/2 by 
24 . 

Tu~kins .• . . We shall assume even parity for the ground state as 
. . . 1 .. 

postulated by· HSR, but in this· section only the relative parities 

of the states _ttill ·actuall.y be cons.idered. 

33.2 ... kev st .. ate. 1he mul.tip<>larity of the 33.2-kev gamma 

ray has bee1t determined. as miXed Ml~E2 by measlirement of the L- and 
. . . . '241 1 ' 

M-subshell conversion ratios from Am. decay; ~he mixing ratio 

1-m.s reported as MJ./E2 -50. From the_ large corrections to the 

magnetic dipole K-conyer:sion coeff.icient$ occasioned by the finite 

nu_clear-size effects .treated by .Sliv}~5 it. seems likely that the r...r·· 
su.bshell conversion coofficients vrill _be similarly affected; the 

Ml/E:2 photon ratio should accordingly be. increased to ---9(). The 

pre.sent data on u237 are in ·agreement with but add nothing to our 

present knowled_,ge of this transition. The spin of this state is 

7/2+. 
59.6-kev state. Tb.e 59.6-lrev electric dipole transition 

from this 5/2--·state, to ground has been studied extensively from 

Am241 alpha decay; a· -discussion of previous work is given in HfiR. 
1 

The present studie.s of' u
237 coUfirm the fact, pointed out by HSR, 

that the relative .L:- and M:..subshell internal conversion coeff'icients 

in . 261 are marked disagreement witll the theoretical values o'f Ro~e 

ror an :El tran.si tion of 6o kev in .Z = 93. Table VII summariz.es the 

experimen:tala.lld theoretical values. It is noted that the M_- : M.... -""I -"II 
~ixn ratios_ follqw closely the L ratios, and are correspondingly 

an~ous; ¥TI+V "Conversion is wea.k-er by a fe..ctor of four relative 

to ~II than ·the th.~oretical val.ue ... 

'l'he 26 • .4 ... kev trans! tion is knOWii · also to be electric dipole 

from it.s position in_ the level seheme .• 112'7 :Because of the. J-::.tp\ 

anomalous L-.subshel.l ratios of til€ 59.6-kev 'cransition, it is of 
. . . . ·- . 

interest to eJ::amine·. the subshell rati_os -of this trans~tion, Our . .. , . 

M-subshell ratios are uncert&i,n because. of the e.c,Cid.ental coincidence 

in energy of the. M:r~ ~d ~!I lines of the ._?6.-4-kev gamma. with the 

L! and ~I 'lines of ~he 43.5o:-kev gammS:. Ho-vrever, the I~r Nil' and 

NIII lines are completely resolved; their intensity ratios are 

... 

,, 

·, 

, .. 
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Table VII . 
L and M eubshell :cop:yersion ratios of' 60-ke•.r gamma ·ray in. :~i/'37 

Re.lath"e · 
Subshell Coef'ficieuts Source 
~----~--------~~--~~-------------

l.6:J.2:LO 

1.5:J.J:l .. O 

Reference 

.This worlt 
. 1 
RSR 

2.2:4.7:1.0 

rf37 

Am241 

•t 241 
lUll ~ov and Shlyagin15 

-... 

:-. ·. 

: .· 

2. 4:1~ .. 7:1.0 

1.0:1.0:1.0 

L7n.6:LOio.r· 

1 ~l:.o. 9 :1.o .o .. 4 

2h1 
Am 

Tbeoretical 
(screened relativistic 

point nucleus) 

Am24J_ 

Theoretical 
(unscreened, relativistic 

goint_nuc1eus) 

28 
Canavan . 

. 26 Rose 

27 Rose 
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estimated v~sually to be, of the order Nif~i~II -vl, 7 /3.3/1.0, 

The theorehca).. L-subshell ratios. of Hose for this gamma ray 

are o.~/1.1/140, and the the~;etictd M-subsheU ratios
2
7 are 

¢ ' ' . 

o.6jo.Bjl.OfO.l!rff/0.5~.. Thus, aiso in this case the oubshell con-
I . :<:· . . . 

version ratios are somewhat at variance with the theoretical 

values. 

For c8.lcuL'1tion of the relative int·ensities of radiation 

depopulating the 60-kev state, we choose to us~ intensity data of 

. other ~rkers. Magnusson Z3 has deteximined by scintillation 
' ~· .~· ' ' ' 241 

spectroscopy .~t there are 0.37 photons of 60~·kev per .4m 

8.lpha disintegration. Fi-om alpha-ray spectroscopy it is known2 

that 99 .-]'J, o£ tJ.'le alpha disintegrations cascade through the 

6o-kev state. From the electron spectroscopic Hork o:f Baranov 

.aud Shlyagin
1? on P.m

241 we have talt~n the 1·atio of' total con

version lines of the 6o-lrev to. the .33.6-kev .transition. The . -
33."2-kev trantsftion i.e_ aJ.ll;ost totally .converted. 

From the above infozr.Jl.B.tion we ca.lcul.a.te that the de

population of the 60~kev state occurs &4 percent by the 60-kev 

·transition ani 16 percent hy the 26-kev, 33-ke-v· cascade. One 

c~ also calculate a total conversion coefficient for the 6o-kev 

. transition o:f 1.3. Using -Magnusson's :f,igure of 0,028 for the 

number of 26·kev pho~ns r~r alpha a total conversion -coefficient 

o:f about 4.7 is calculated for that transition. 

103.0-k.ev state.. The 43.~·-kev ga:nma.•l't'ay, 1mieh de-excites 
'-1.-.. t.... h b d • d f'r . 241· .;:~. 1 n . c.u~S s· a-..e., as een etennJ.ne om Am ·u.ecay .to be an .t..u..-&2 

mixt~e, wi'th TJ<U.jF.2 ..:6~ (1:-fe estJ.mate that the Ml/E2 ratio will 

be increased to ~ll when the effects- of fmi te nuclear size cor

rection are taken into account.) This gar.nna--ra.y was also seen in 

the· present study of u23~~ but uo nei.i multipola.ri ty information 

has been obtained-. The spin of this state is thought1 to be 7/2- • 

. 267.5 -kev ·state. De.fini te multipola.ri ty assignments ca11 

be made for the gamma .rays which de-.excite this state. The 207.9-

kev transition is .sho\ffi ·definitely to be magnetic dipole from the 

following information: 
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The- L-subshe~ rati~s, 'Lr/In/~n = 7. 7/l.O/..JJ .06, are 

corisis~nt only with an interp~tation as pr~daminantly Iv!l. For 

an Ml transition of this energy 1n z = 93 the '~ll.eoretical ratios 26 '. . . . ··,·>··' . ·. 
of Rose are Lz/Iu fLr11 :: :w. IJ /1.0/0 .03 • A reduct:Lon · of · -29~ 

1ri the Lx/~I ratio· frcy1 Rose's theoretical value is ~dicated.., 

by our results·. Perhaps the agreement between theory and ex
_periment :vrill improve- with the use of L-sliell coefficie.nts which 

arG corrected for the effects· of finite nuclear site, since these 

corrections vould be expected the-oretically to lower principally 
. . . - 20 

the tz conversion . coefficient. Ho~ver, Sokolowski t ~ al. "" 

have found, in contrast to this expectation, that the ~/Lrr 

ratio of· the 40-kev Ml. transition in ThB is experimentally the 

same as that c.alculated f'ram Rose's point:"'nucleus conversion 

coefficients. It should aJ.so be noted that this 208-kev Ml 

. transition from ~'2.3'7 decay is. highly retarded- (factor of 10~), 
·.~d'-Conuelvably _the mode1-de~ndent effects on conversion· co ... 

efficients discussed by Church and Werteser30 might not be 

11egllgib).e. . · 

· 'IJ!b.e'·Very loi-::· intensity of the Lrri line of this transi

tion shows that tne're is wry iittl-e E2 admixture. From the 

experimental. value of. the apsol~te !..J:Ir conversion coefficient 

:from Table VIII and Rose's theoret'ical. values we estimate the 

E2/Ml photon mixing ratio as 0.005 ± 0.005. 
' ' ' . . . . . 

The absolute ·!(-conversion coefficient of the 207 .9-ke•; · 

g.amina,·~ay has been measured by Dr. · D. Strominger from the 

relative I{ x-ray and·. 207 .9-k.ev gamma.':"ray ·intensities 1n the 

tf-37 photon spectrum. The ·calculation fs facilitated by the . .. 
fact that th~ K~-va-cancies e.re pl~oduced: predominantlJ' by con-

version o:f' this gamma. Small. corrections have been applied 

for K<':Vacancies a,:r.isi?-g from other transiti.ons and for the K

fluorescence yield.. The experimental value, · e1 /r = 2. 3, is 
. ~ 

in good a8,reement with the theoretical Ml K-conversion coef-

fici~t o:f Sliv/5-~l = 2.4. 
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Table VIII 

'I>ransition 
Percentage Intensities and ~erimental Conversion Coe~ficients 

Experimenhl 

Ener~ 
(kev K 

Conversion Electron Intensities. .. Photon c~nve£s1on coeffitients Multi-
LI Lll LIII M To1:.a.1. Intensity0 · · I LII III polarity 

26.35 

3J.20 X 

-43.46 X 

59.57 7.5 

64.8 ~.:~7 

113~9 -.: X 

164.-:6'• . -~.148 0.16 
·-.-· .. 

207:'9' ... • 50-74 
-- ·:. 

23lk •. 2. . . 0.13 

0.16 

332·3 0.05.3 X 

0.024 X 

370,9. . 0.041~ X 

X 

X X X 

X X X 

1.1~. 9 4.7 8.5 38.3 

...(). 27 ·....(). 27 X l.l 

X X 

1.27 .0.58' 0.48 3·3 

l. 4i . 9 • 076 2. 2 b 

:o.oa o.ao 
0.035 ;x X ....0.12 

X ~ .. 95 

36 

'") 3d "":{J. 

3.6_ 

24 

0.86 

1.4e 

. 0.19~ 

0.10 

El 

Ml+E2 

Ml+E2 

0 •;>1 
• (..4J... o.l4-l 0.13 E1 

...().12 .:..0;12 ~-12 El 

...0~13 0.04 0~,~5 · .0.16 EZ 
', '., t ·-_'."·.·'I 

'·, ,-:-? __ ~3 a o.o'59. o:oo3· M1. 
.; 

0.63 0.19 ., lll+N2 
-

:0 .• 038 0.;_025. E2 

0.2 Ml+E?. 

>0.;;~4 Ml 

)().44 Ml 

x ;:; ·Electron line observed but no reliable n.umerical int.ensity available from the pre$ent work. 
·See Taole ·I for visual ·.e~timfi.te. · 

Total Estimated 
Transition 
;Intensity 

15 

15 

7 

81 

3 

7 ·. 

89 

1.5 

,:().2 

. ...0~05 

...0.10 

a =.E.tectron 'intensities no:Vma11zed to L..r-conversion coefficient of 0.45, obtained from . 
_ , experimental K-conv·ersion -coefficient ( 2. 3) and theoretical K/L

1 
ratio · { 5.16) as explained in the text. 

b = :M .. subshell ratios may 'be fotind from Table I. 

c = Norma.li~ed to 36) 6o-kev photons per lOOQ betas,. 

d = The intensit.y of 64.8-kev photons· is based on coincidence intensities and is subject to perhaps ±3vfo uncertainty . 

. e = Total i_nt-ensi ty of the unresolved 335-kev phton peak has been divided bet\veen 332. 3· and 335. 3-k~v t.l:ansi t4..ons 
. in ~ rat~ obtained from the ooincidence measurements. · .• 

~-
f = erimental value from sc ntillation s ectromet 
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With the multi:polari.ty of the 207 .9-kev transition definitely 

assigned_, it becomes. ;Possible to use .. our conversion coefficient 
. ~ . ' . " ' 

information and the e.l~ctron and photo1;1 intens~ties to calculate 

conversion. coefficient:s·. of the other gamma ·rays. There are several 

:alternative ways to do tb,ls. qne migb.t use the measured (or 

theoretical.) K-conversion coefficient of the 207 .9-kev gaw.ma as a 

means .. 00 norma.l.iee electron intensities relative to :Photon 

. intensitieG and thereby obtain c~:nversion coeffici!;!nts of the 

_othel~ gamma rays. In the pre~ent .case, thh method d.oes not seem 

fittractive because there eXists a w~de discrepancy among the 

v~ious determiDations 0f the K-line intensity of this gamma-ray 

(See Table XII) relative to all other line.;:; 1 and hence any average 

•·ie might ·seiect would b~ arbitrary. .Alternatively, one might 

utilize . our_ measured L.r -line inte1lSi ty ~f this gamma (which we feel 

is more reliable ~:Kper:i.menta.llJ:), and normalize this to the Rose 

~heoretical Ly co~version coefficient; this method is not satisfactory 

ei the.r, because of t~ magnitude of the· finite size correction ex

pected for the rnainetic dipole: ~ coefficient-s. A third method, 

Which we have ch.osen to uue, is tci assume that Rose's theoretical. 

K/Lx ratio tor an !~ transition will be ·unaltered by the finite 

nuclear size_ correction and. apply -this ratio_ to norm.alize the Lr 
electron· int.ensj,ty, '~:Wing our experimental.K~conversion coefficient 

of 2 .• 3 and the value (Table V) of 24- 'photons (208 kev) per 100 beta 
. . . ~ 

disintegrations.. The beta-spectroscopic wo.t~k of Sokolowski t ~:t- al. · ·.· 

on TUB strongly supports the assumption that the K-to·-S conversion 

ratio for a pure Ml. transition in a heavy element is correctly given 

by Rose's :pOint nu.cle.ua calculat_ions .• Interpolating .in energy and 

'atomic number from Rose • a tables one .finds a t..lteoreticaJ. K/Lx ratio 

here of·5.16. 

Tabl~ Vlii is a summary of electron a.11.d gamma-ray intensities; 

electron intensities are normalized to 1~.8 L;r (208) electrons per 

100 betas and gann.na intensities are normalized to 36 (59.6 ... kev} 

·photon~ per 100 betas. The reasons for the choices of normalization 

have already'been discussed. The electr,;m ;!.ntensities 1n Table VIII 

in most cases are an average of our penna.nent~mao-.,.net spectrograph 

',• 

... 
~ 
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·, 
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intensi t'ies and our double -focusing spectrometer 1ntensi ties except 

that the subshell: ratios ·dete.rmined on the former instruments are 

used to diVide :the average total intensity of L- and M:-shell con• 

version ele.ctrons. 

The electrOn intensities· are divided by the corresponding 

photon intensities to give the absolute cooversion coefficients 

listed in ~able VUI. 'Ihe figures for total transition intensities, 

given in the last column of Table VIII are for the weaker transitions 

just the sums of electron and photon intensities from this table. 

For the 207.9-kev transition the intensity is based on the require-. 

ment of intensity baJ.a.nce to and from the 60-kev level. Information 

from studies on Am241, previously d.isc'Ussed, ~rere used to establish 

relative intensities o£ the 26-kev and 33-kev transitions. 

Multipolarities of the other gamma··rays de-exciting the 267.5-

kev state can now. be discussed. The ·1.64.6-kev gamma seems un

ambiguously to. be electric quadrupole.. Tne experimental L- con

verr~:ion ratios of· this transition are Lx!'L:II~II = 0.12/l.0/0.5; 

these values agree close.ly "iwith the Rose th~retical values~6 for an 

EZ transition,· }lhich are Lz/~1fLr.11 = O.ll/l.Oj-o.6. The. agreement 

of' th~ experimental K-conversion coefficient, 0.12...0.15, with the 

Sliv
2

5 theoretical: :Value,· 0.19,. is only fair,, but probably is within 

experilfien.tal. un'her:t'i:i-a.rtt'~,;(:~·Th.e.. aPBolute Values of experimental and 

theoretical ~ 1 J"i:I, and. ·Lni coefficients for E2 fail to agree 

by about a factor · o£ tw·o {experimental. values too lo't{) • 

The 234.2-kev ·transitlon is very Heak, and the photon could 

·not be resolved in the scintillation spectrum. Hence 1 we have no 

absolute conversion-coeff'i.cient information about it. From the 

1eve:L scheme., l10irever, it ifill be; ~stabl!shed that this transition 

must be an ~12 .. · The ob~ervation of only one L-subshell line, the 

Lr, is cons1stent vlith "the M2 assignment. 

From its position in the l.evel scheme,· the 267 .5-kev 

transition mus.t be El1 M2~ .e-tC·., 'be,cause ·of the parity ch~ge 

inv-olved (see Fig •. ~· l). .·The experimental I< -conversion coefficient 

(0.63) .is intermediate between-the Sl.iv value for El (0.040) and 

·' 
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for M2 (3.6), indicating a photon mixing ratio M2/El ~ 0.16. In lil{e 

manner, from a comparison of the experimental L;r coefficient ( 0.19) 

with the Rose val~s for El (O.Oo6) and M2 (1.2), \?e obtain a mixing 

·ratio M2/El = 0.15. · '.these tlf.O experimental values of the mixing 

ratio are essentially equaJ.. In view of the fact that a:noma.lously 

l.arge L-conversion coefficients for El transitions have been observed 

from Am
241 decay2 and Tb.2.31 aeca.),P- our apparent photon ratio 142/El . . . 

"" o.J.6 may be too hign. This matter will be further discussed in the 

later sectim) on com.pa.rieons with theory. 

The small Lr conversion coefficient of the 16J:J..6-kev transi• 

tion indicat·es very lit·tle, if any, . .Ml mixing in this E2 transition. 

If one is permitted the .a.s.su.m.ption that tnis transition is pur-e E2 1 

then the respective .tf.tl andEl. characters of the 207.9- and 267.5-kev 

transition::; a.llm., a uniq;ue assignment of spin and parity 3/2- to be made 

to the 267.5-kev state.. If, on the other h.ru~d, one must admit the 

poss.ibility of a l.:are;e retardation of a h;j'-:pothetical Ml component of 

the 164.6-kev transition (3o that.only the E2 component is observed) 

. then the 267 .5·-.kev state can only be labeled 3/2, 5/2, or 7/2-. There 

is additional evidence, hovever, which rules out the last two alter

natives. This is the fact that the 9/2-. state
1 

at 15b.5 kev is not 
2~7 . ~ 

populated in U - decay; 1-t.¢:te the spin of the 267.5 -l~ev state 5/2-

( or larger); there would be easily detectable E2 (or Ml) radiation 

to the 9/2- state~ Thus, it seems safe to conclude that the spin 

·of' the 267 .5-kev .state. is 3/2-. 

332;?-ke'!. state. The next higher state is at 332.2 kev. De

·excitat~on tak:es plaee by a. .332.3-kev 'trans'ition to ground and by a 

64.6-kev· transiticin i;~:l' the 3/2- ~evel. On the basis of the 332.3-kev 

gammaS prominent L."conversion in the L:rr subshell and its experimental 

K-conversion coef:fic:iept we assign it as E2. The agreement of the 

experimental K-ccnversion coefficient ('1-c Z 0.033) \vith Sliv 's · 

theoretical E2 (OJt ··~ 0.059)' coefficient is not good, but the ex

perimental v.a.lue is· perhaps lm.certain to this extent. The experi':

~entl,l..l. Lxi- con~ers,iori~ coef.ficient (.~. ·~ 0.025) is also lower than 

Rose • s theoretlcal v~u.e (~I = 0. o41i.j • · · . 
. The 64.8-kev transition, decaying in ,parallel ,.,ith the 332.3-

kev tnmsition,can only be an El transition on the basis of the 
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absolute ·t -sub shell ~onversion coeffiQients as well as the L -sUb shell 

ratios (see Table VIII) • Rose's theoretical screened- conversion 

coefficients for a 64.8-kev El tri:m~ition (z = 93) should be as follows: 

~ = 0.11., ~I = 0.10, ~III = 0.092. It is interesting that this 

El transition exhibits normal L-conversion coefficients, while the 59.6-

kev El transition exhibits a normal ~II but abnormally large ~ . and L:rr 
conversion coefficients. We believe the explanation may li~ in the 

importance of model-dependent matri-x ~lements for s .. 
112 

and :P l/Z electrons 

in ret~ded El. transitions, these matrix elements b~ing related in nature 

to those discus.sed by Church· and Weneser30 for .Ml transitions, 

A few words are in order at this point regarding the coincidence 

determination of relative amounts of 59.6-kev and 64.8-kev photo~s 1n the 

:unresolved 60-ke~ _pe~· in. the "singles" gamma, spectrum. As .mentioned 

. in the ~liez:· .se.e~ion -on. Coin~idenee Measurements, the 26T-kev to 208-

. kev. photon· ratio dtops to 6 percent of itf! singles spectrum value when 
. . 

coinC.idence 'gating ·on the )9~6-kev end 64.8o.k~v photons is employed. 

Inspeettli>n of the· decay scheme of Fig~ 1 shows that events gated by 64.8-
; . . . .• 

kev photons .should·display the same ·Z67•kev to 208•kev intensity ratio 

. ~s "single~~-~~- WD.:lie eve.nts gated by 59.6-kev photons should dir.rpla:; -~ 

208-kev pe~.k but no z67.,key pe:a;k. at. all. Furthermore, the deca,y scheme 

·. Sb.~:WS that the fraction :of Z080:~¢v photoll coincidence events per 64.8-

kev photon should be very nearly the same as the events per 59.6-kev. 

Therefore, .it directly· follows that 6. percent of the composite photon 

peak at ...00 kev is 64~8-kev photons and the reruaining 94 percent is 

59.6-lrev •. This result was used in calculating photon intensities of 

Table VIII and in determining the proper normalization for intensities 

of Table V. · 

The multipolarity assignments to the 332.3-kev and 64.8-kev 

transitions are consistent with the fact that the final states of the 

two transitions are of opposite parity. The parity of the 332.3-k.ev 

state is even. 

A rigorous spin assignment ca.nilo't be made to the 332.3-kev . 

state on the b~is. ~¥ the above ~sign.-uents alone; the values 1/2, 

3/2, or 5/2+ are possible since the pos,aibillty of small Ml admixture 

. \ 
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in -~he 332.3-kev E2. transition cannot .strictly be ruled out. But 3/2 

or ~/2+ are u.niikely choi~es because a· state 'ltrith either of these 

· spins '\>Tould be expected to' undergo appreciable E2 . branching32 to the 33. 2-kev 

7/2+ rotationaJ. state;· such branchil.'l.g ~s not b.een observed. We therefore 

feel that the most reasonable assignmei1t for the 332.3-kev state is 1/2+. 

368.5-kev· state. One has .next the state of 368.5-:kev, depopulated 

·.to the gro\lhd and first rotational states by gamma-~rays of 368.5;. a.nd 

335.'3;,ikev, respectively.. -From Table VIII we have a K-conversion coefficient 

_of the 335.3-kev transition of·~-~ 0.2. The theoretical conversion 

coefficients of8liv are ·o.059 for E2 and 0.6 for Ml. The observation of 

P'rOID.inent Lz conversion and_ absence of Lrn is not inconsistent with the · 

assignment of this transition as miXed Ml•E2, but t.b.e l,lilcertainty in the 

exper111lentaJ. 'K-conversion coefficient leave-s the mixing ratio indefinite. 

K-conversion coefficients cannot be calculated 1n the case of the 

368,.5-k.ev and 370-.9-kev transitions since they are unresolvable in the 

photon spectrum. Both transitions exhibit similar conversion patterns (K/L 

ratio and prominent L:£ conversion) and are. probably of the ,same multipole 

order. Again, the prominence of the L;r conversion indicates that the 

transitions are either El or Ml. · A choice can easily be made from the 

limits on the absolute K-conversion coefficients. In Table VIII lower 

limits are given which definitely rule out El; hence Ml assignments for 

both transitions seem bes't. · The observed photon -intensity sum is con

sistent with the Ml assignments within the rather lar~e uncertainty of 

both the photon and· electron intensities of these weak transitions. 

With the presence of' f{l radiation in both the 335.3- and 368.5-

kev transitions, the spin_ and parity of the 368.5~~ev level can be either 

5/2 or 7/Z+. 
· 37.9.9 .. kev state. The only transitions .not accounted for with the 

levels heretofore postulated are those of 370.9 k.ev (Ml) e.nd of ll3.9 

. l'tev (E2) ~ Neither of these transitions can be related to a level scheme 

by energy sum relations. We ·choose to list the 113. 9-kev transition as . . . 

unassigned, bUt there is evidence from our coincidence work that neither 

the 368.5- nor the 370.9-kev transitions are in coincidence with L x-rays. 

Hence, these transitions presumably go ~ectly to ground. The spin of 

the 370.9-kev level can be 3/2, '5/2, or 7/2+. It is tempting to postulate 
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th.a.t the 1/2+ state ~to 33.2.3 kev is· the. fundamental state of a K = 1/2 

rotational band and that the 3/2+ state is ·foimd at 370.9 }te~; while .the 
. : . . 

5/2+ member .lies just beldw it at 368.5-.kev •. Th.is conjecture will be 

discussed further in the .section on comparisons vTith theory. 

-.BETA. GROUP .ft VAilJES· 

f!.-s.mentioned in the section on the beta spectrum, the Fermi plot 

was essentially straight in the re~ion -vrhere the continuum was measurable 1 

namely_, above 90 l~ev (t:he·energy of·th.e strong_207.9 K'line). The end~-

·point for. the dominant beta group· is about 248. kev. Our Fermi plot is 

not resolvable into the vreaker lower-energy beta branches, although it is 

consistent with their presence. Hence 1 we have calculated their inten

sities from the gamma-transition intensities and the proposed decay 

scheme. The beta-decay information is SUllli!la.rized in Table IX. 

The failure to observe a beta group in the 410-510- kev energy 

r~e (spins of final states 5/2 or greater) stron~y suggests that the 

. spin of u237 is low' probably 1/2. 

CORRELA'l'IONS WITH THEORY 

mhe most a~licable nuclear· model for Np237 is that of Bol~ and 

Mottelson33 for nuclei idth large .spheroidal deformation. This section· 

will discuss first the more general correlations with the model, considering 

rotational barid spacings and relative intensity relationships involving the 

K-quantum numbers. Later the more ,special considerations depending on 

details of the state _·or ·intr.insic motion of the O<id nucleon ;.Till be intro

d~ced. These latter consid.erations.involve (1) association of observed 

bands \'lith proton eigenstate's calculated by Niisson,35 (2) consideration 

· of gamma.-·tra.nsi tion rates in :t?erms of asymptotic \.luantum number selection 

rules, and (3) co~s·i~re.tion -of beta-·!1_ values. 

General Correlations 
237 . . 

This study of .. U decay adds nothifig to the knowledge of level 

spacings in the rotational bands based on ground ·and first excited states. 
. ·1,2,6 ~ h da w One may refer to earlier publications· .~.or sue - ta. e here 

hypothesize that the levels at )32.3, 368.5, and 370.9 kev, assigned 1/2+, 
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Table IX 

Observed, ·and, Postulated 13e~ TransitiOns dr u237 
Energy 
. (k~vJ 

,·(~83) 

(144) 

.(410) . 

.(510.) 
•. 

Decay;· 
.eerceny . 

95 

~5 

. <5 and ·>O.l 

<La 

<0.1b. 

a. ·This ;rork. 

b ···.f .t .1 14 . · '".\~a.gner e . a • 

~-2 

>6.9 and ~-5 

>10.1 

Final s.tate, 
. .spin and parity 

1/2+ 

3/2+ ('l) 

5/2,·(7/2)-

5/2,(7/2)+ 

'· 
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5/2+; end 3/2+1 respectively/ constitute membera·of a. co.1l!l.lon rotati.onal 

band. The energies of levels in such a K = 1/2 band are given'by.the 

forinu.1a:33 
. . . 

Ef ::# ( 11.2/2 r ) { I(I+l) t a ( .. )I+l/2 (I+l/2)1. 

Solving for the two ~de-termined par.ameters .. using the above energy lev-els, 

we obtain fi2yr:( _::: 6~2' kev a.nd ~ = +1.;08.. The moment of inertia is about 

equal to ;~at of th~band base-d on the 6o-kev state, where -h2
/2JJ = 6.21 kev. 

Th~; the. elght ·ievels populated by the beta decay of' u237 can be 

grouped into f'~ b:artds:. Band. A based on the ground state has K = 5/2-t:; 

Band B based on the· 59.57-kev level has K = 5/2-:; Band C 'nth one knovm 

level a.t 267.5 kev has K .= 3/2-; Band D based on the 332.3-kev level 

has K ""i/2+ •. 

On considering :int:ensity relationships let us first look for transi

tions violating the K-sel.ect·ion rule. (.l}. K < L, the multipolarit;0. The only . -~- . 

ones are the Ml. tratisitions of 335.3·· 1 300.5;·' -and 370.-9·· kev. The only 

important competing :t~1tions should oc the lo-..r-energy (36.6- and 36.2-. - ~. . . . . 

kev) intra-band ~f'Bnsi tions to the l/2+ state. A special search uas made 

for lines corresponding to these possible transitions. Slight evide.hce 

was obtained· for a 38.6-kev transition, namely an ~I line, but unfortunately 

the expec~d positions of !.:rii' !f~, and t-1:1 are masked by lines of other 

transitions. The 1.;r line (not masked:) is not seen. A }6.2-Itev transition 

is not observed·, no. lines be~g found in Lur and MII positions (not masked). 

The beta-continuum ~~l>::ground on the plates is high in the region 1-rhere 

the L and. M lines ·of. ;these possible transitions might be found, and the 

efficiency of the emulsion at th.ese low energie.s. is poOJ; Hence, it can 

'only be said that any 36.·2-kev transition must be less than about one-:ha.l.f 

. percent of totai· beta decay, and the 38.6-kev transition may occur of the 

order of one percent ·of· the beta ,@·~a.y if the observed .l.rl line does I10t 

arise from ·s(lme othe.r sburce. . The very approximate nature of· the .above 

intensity ·1nforma:t.1on introduces .a :·~d· deal of 1mcertainty into the 
. . ', '. ·'" . 

question of tne-proportion of prim~y beta 'decay to the three levels of 

band D. The most_ we can say is that tthe total beta population to the 

band comprises about fh·e percent.. 1-!ithiil_ the 1.incertainty ori. possible . . . 
gamma r.a.ys comp~:ting t·ri th tb,e 335. j-; 36S. 5- ~ and 370. 9-kev tranoit1oils 

a. rectardation asoo~iated with.K·'f'or.bidd:Emness is consistent. 

. ,. 
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· · It is of .interest to compare. the observed gamma-ray branching r~tios 

with the relative reduced transition probabilities calculated from the 

Bohr-Mottelson model; such comparisons are in effect tests of the purity 

of the K-qw:mtum numbers of initial and final states. In the case of. the 

two El transitions Y...b.ich de-excite the 59.6-kev state (26.4 and 59..6 kev) 
·. 241. . . 1 

such a check has been made from Am · aJ.pha decay by HSR .. who found the 

th~oretical and experimental ratios . in disagreement by over a factor of 

t\16. 

Consider nmv the branching of E2 radiation from the 3/2- level 

(267.5 .kev) t.<? s~~te~ of-~and ·:s.· As .discussed earlier, there is very 

little E2 a9mixture in. the '207 ~9"'ke¥ transition, the vaJ.,.1e based upon the 

, !.x:tt -conversion coeffi~cien~ bei~ E2/Ml = 0. 005 :!: 0 .• 005. The intensity 

.. ruie·s. of Alaga::~· et, a1. 32 predict:· . 

. . ~::::~ theor ~ o .75' 

but eXperimentally the ratio is between .ze:r-o and o •. l. This extremely 

bad disagr~ement is .s~pr.isin& and t-ie cannot eXplain it in detail. As 

we shall show late~, _this E2 transition o:f the odd proton is hindered,. 

probably because of. a\rioiation of a selection rule· in the e.Sytnptotic· · 
·. '•' . . . 

quantum numbers·. · ,Qne.3U:i{;ht expect some contributi·on to the E2 radiation 

·.by vir~ue o.f Oor<i~tls~:{l,U.~~r cf. Keman)10 ·~,-of the intrinsic 

proton-Wa.ve ·:functiona o:f Bands B and C.. Perhaps a destructive inte.r

ferenc.e of these contr~butions has .lowered the E2 component of th.e 

207.9-kev gamma. 
Consider also the M2 branching :from the 3/2- level to states of 

band A. The Clebach-Gordan coefficients in the theoretical expressions 

That is; 

The experimental ratio of reduced transition probabilities ~ppears to be 

r l 
1 B267(M2) I 
1 4 

. I ~ 3.3_, 

lB234(M2)J expt. 

in bad disagreement. ·Possible explanations might be (1) an abno:t'mally 
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high K-conversion coefficient34 for the .El component of r 267 or (2) w1 

unexpectedly .large contribution from intrinsic states with K f:. 5/2 in 

the finai state. The El K-conversion coeff'i.cient would need to be a factor 

of 12 ·le.rger than tb.eoreti-c8J. t~ bring the M2 branching ratio into agree

ment with theory. 

Agreement with the relative intensity rules of AJ.aga et al. 32 is· 

not found in the thi-ee ca.Ses listed above, and in the Bohr-Mottelson 

formalism this means that 1n each case there are iniportant contributions 

to the transition probability resu:tting from wave-function componento 

with K;~values differing from that of the principal ·component • 

. · C<;lrreiations Dependent o:p the Odd-Proton vT.ave Function 

We shall now tliscti~'s,: the more special considerations involving 

the state of int~insic motion of the odd proton in Np237. Considerable 

success has been achieved in correlating ground-state spins and excited

nucleonic- state spins of deformed nuclei with the n ... values of nucleon-' 

eigenfunctions calculated by Nilsson35. for the anisotropic harmonic 

oscill.ator potential. We wish to associate the four banda of Np237 

and the· ground state of u237 Wi'th sta~s .from Nilsson's calculations. 

In testing possible assignments we shall examine both the selection rules 

in the asymp~otic (large deformation) quantum numbers N, nz' and }\.and 

those in the spherical limit in j and l (and N) • (See papers of Nilsson, 35 

Alaga,36 Holla.nder,.37 Perlman and Rasmussen.9) For convenient reference 

we show in Fig. 2 a diagram of the Nilsson. eigenvalues of the heavy region 

for prolate deformation. Calculations from experimental quadrupole moments 

indicate a deformation of about ...0. 25. In the right-hand margin are the 

letters A, B, D, and D, adjacent to the states we associate with the four 

bands in Np237. The reasons for these choices are the following: 

From the ground-state spins, rotational-band spacing, and the 

unhindered nature of one alpha-decay group .in Am
241 it was suggestea16 

that the odd proton is in orbitals of n = 5/2 in the states both of band 

A and band B. Tgese orbita.l.s are nece.saarily of opposite parity because 

of their interconnection. by electric dipole radiation. It was later 

suggested by HSR1 that of the two available n = 5/2 orbitals in the proper 

region band A is the even-parity orbital, the chief evidence being the 

difference in effective moments of inertia of bands A and B. P.1a.gnetic-. 

moment calcUl..a.tions of Strominger38 . also support the above assignments. 
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From the ·nature of the four transitions depop~ating the 267 .5· .. kev 

. lev~l only the assig:r.unent 3/2.- seems reasonable, and the level labelled 

ncn in Fig. 2 is the. only 3/2~ sta:t.e in this region. 

The 1/2+ band D would no~ 'be . ~xpected ·to lie this low in energy if 

one were to take strictly the eigenvalue.s of liils3on, but taking Nilsson •s 

. diagram as simply a ~cod guide to .. the posit~on of states "re shall examine 

in more detail the·:.:.;":~··;prope·rties of the tvro nearest 1/2+ orbitals on· the 

diagram (the .;n?t~tion is n ·n (N, ·:o.z, -A..)).~ The.se are ~t~t~·':.l./2+ { 4, 0,0) 

and state 1/2+·: (6,,6 ,0) • Using Nilsson's "t-rave functions for the former 1 

we calcuiate at o = +0.2 a value ~::: +1.29 and at 5 = +0.3 a value ~ = 

-o.67. For the latter,· we c~culate ~ •. 2. = +6.6 and ~.] "" 6.2. Si~ce 
experimental quadrupo'le moments indicate o ~ +0. 25 in the region of Np237 

':Ire feel that the agreement between the experira.ental ~ = +1.08 .and the 

theoretical decoupling' parameters for the 1/2+ (J1-,0.,0) orbital is satisfactory. 

and that the 1/2+ .(6,6,0) ·orbital is conclusively ruled out. 

A. curious case .. is .provided b;Y the four gamma transitions depopulating 

the 267.5-kev level in that El, Ml, E2-; and M2 transitions are all o~_served. 
. . ~J 

The lifetime of the parent state has been measured by Bunker r · et al. as 

( ~ --
5. 4 ± 0. 5) • 10 ,/ sec. In Table X ere have made use of this lifei~i.Ine 

measurement and our relative intensity data ·to calculate experimental. partial 

half lives for emi8sicn ,of the various photons. For a theoretical comparison r. 

we have made calculations aJ.so with use of tb.e single-proton transition 

formulas of Moszl\.owski. 39 I~one of these transit;iona is K-forbidden, The 

retardation of the Bl is not too surprising:; since the low-energy El 

transitions q_uite generally shovr large retardation. The general r.iuestion 

.of i·etard.atiori. of El transitions in deformed. nuclei has been discussed by 
. 40 

St:rbniinger and Rasmussen. 

The large: retardation or· the '208 .. 1~v Ml transition, allmofed by K

selection ru.lesj. nee.ds e:>.."'Planation. A qualitative explanation is readily 

found with the earlier orbital assi~~ents by exrunining selection rules 

in the asymptotic <iUantum numbe.rs. Selection rules in the quantum numbers 

N (total oscillator quantum number)~ nz (z. ... axis oscillator ~ua.htum number), 

../\..(orbital angular momentum cam.1:>0nent along symmetry axis), and .E (pro

Jection of intrinsic spin along . .s;ymme:try axis) 41 
have been applied to 

cas:es of beta .decay by Alega36 a.nd to· ca:sec of El gamma transitions by 
. ~ ·. ~ . 

Stromin.ger and Rasmussen, Chasman and Rasmussen have d.eri ved selection 

rules for El, E2, t.U, and M2 tra.ns~~tionG. These selection rules are given 

in Table XI. 



Energy 

. 267.5 

234.2 
207.9 

. 164.6 

Table X 
Partial Half 'lives 

for Photon Emi,ss:ton ·from .. the 2(5?. 5-kev State 

I>ful tipolari ty Experimental ·, . · Moszkowski 
Treated Ral.f·'·li:f'e single particle 

. (see/) estimate 
(sec,) 

El* 7.-7 . lo-7 3.5 \ -15 ·10 

.M2 6.0 . 10-6 8.3 . 10-8 

. Mi* .2.0 ,-. 10-8 1.5 -12 . 10 

E2 1.'6 •. 10-7 ·-9 .5 . 10-9 

Retardation 
Factor 

F 

4.5 . 10-9 

1.4 . 10""2 

7.5 . 10-5 

5.9 • ·.10-2 

* These t~ansi tions: have some quadrupole admixture, but the 

experimental partial lifetime applies 'to t]le dipole component 

alone. 

\ 
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. Table XI 
. . Asymptotic Selection Rules for Gamma Transitions 

~ Ml -
~JN Anz 6)\_ ~.t A.N 6nz ~ )\._ A.t 

+1 +1 ,o 0 0 0 0 ±1 

-1 -1 0 0 0,±2 ±1 :il. 0 

±l 0 :H .o 0,±2 0 0 0 

-
E2 M2 

+2 +2 o. 0 !1,±3 ±1 o;±2 0 

-2 -2 .o ()' 
• ±1,±3 0 ±l 0 

0,±2 0 0 0 ! ±1,±3. ±2 ±1 0 
t 

0,±2 ±'l ·±1 0 

I 
±1 0 ±1. ±1 

'· 
±2 0 ±2 0 ±1 ±1 0 ±1 

.. 
•! •• 
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From ·the asymptptic i!Uantum numbe.rs appropriate to orbitals C and 

B in Fig, 2. and from irispec~ion of Table n it is seen that the Ml 

tra.n.si tion violates· the.se rules, since D. J\.. = 2. 

Table X shQW$ the t64~6-kev E2 as retarded,. and the E2 component 

of the 207 .9-kev transition nruBt be even more retarded, It is to be 

noted .that an E2 s!ngle-:proton tra.ns.ition bet:t~.-ee.n the B a.TJ.d C orbitals 

violates ;the selection ·rule _.6. E = 0. The speed of' the E2 transitions 

between these bands is a more dif'ficUlt matter to consider theoretically 

since the Coriolis intera.c:tion (Kerman' s
10 

RPC interaction) will mix 

these proton· states and l.ead tO collective contributions to the E2 transi

tion probabilities;, The single-pa.'J::tic:te and collective contributions 

could interfer~ constructi yely ·or' d·tstructi vely; the latter possibility 
. ' ' . ~-~·· . 

is attractive for ex_plain~g the· ·xe·tard;ed 1~2 component of the 207 .9-kev 

gamma. 

\-I.e see f'roor TeJ)l.e X that. the· M2 radiation is aJ.so retarded. from 
. ' ' ' 

the single-particle .estimate; but it is signif'ica.ntly less retarded than 

the Ml. ;, M2 ra.diation betw·een ba.n.ds C and. A is alloi-red by. the asymptotic 

y_uautum-m.rn1per selecti-on rules of Table XL 

Finally, let us consider the beta decay log ft values (Table IX) 

a.nd attempt to assign. quantum llUllibers to the _ground~ta.te of u237. To 

account for the non-observance of beta decay to ~ihe 5/2+ and 5/2- bands 

a s)?in assignment of 1/Z seems most .attractive. The available n = 1/2 

neu.tron states· in t~e prOJ,Jel' re~on 011 Nilsson's di.a.gra:m a.re 1/2+ {6,3,1} 

and 1/2- {5,0,1). For the even-parity assignment the principal beta 

gro:u,p to the :3/2- state would l;Je classified first .forbidden ( A I = 1,. yes), 
. . . . 

· tmhindered. The experimental log f't value of 6. 2 seems quite consistent 
. . . . . ~ . 

\-lith this tram coinpar:l,.son.with Ala.:,&a's study . .) . For the odd-parity assign-

ment the main be~ group i.muld'be al,lowed ( 8 I = 1, no), hind~red, aJ.so 

consi.ztent with expe:;riraent. . 

Although ther~ is .1ituch ~~certainty regarding the relative beta 

intensities to the uppermost band, a selr-consi~;tent picture eJq>laining 

beta. decay to this upper ·13~d is more ee~;sUy obtained vrith the assignment 

ot 1/2 ... to u237. Th~ beta dec~y to the lf2+ and 3/2+ states t-tould then 

be cla.ssif'ied first forbidden, unhindered, and be.ta decay to the 5/2+ 

state \vould be first forbidden .( .A l = 2, yes), unhindered. The 1/'4+ 

assignment to u237 would not allow suffic.ient direct {.second forbidden) 
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beta populati~:m of the 5/2+ .state at }66.5-·kev, and it would b~ necessary 

to postulate a higher:·level dec~ing to 1.t by an unobserved gai1Jma transition . 

We w·ish especially to thank Dr. Fra.PJc Asaro for his kind help in 

't;:arrying out the valuable coil':teidence measurements and to thank Dr. ~1. 
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Thanks are also due Dr. D •. Strominger for assistance in some of the 

Scin:tillation spectroscop:ic meas'UI"e:"llents J and to Dr, J. 0. Nevrton for 

his comments. tie are also grateful to the staff of the Materials 
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Figure 1 

Figure 2 

. ' 

Energy-leve;t scheme ·.o·f. Np237 '" :with decay patterns 

of u237 &nd..~24l~ 

Nilsson energy-level Ma.grBili .for prolate deformation. 
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